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Manipulate trees using FigTree 

• From the Authors: FigTree is a graphical viewer of phylogenetic trees and as a program 
for producing publication-ready figures. In particular it is designed to display summarized 
and annotated trees produced by BEAST.  
 
• FigTree is probably the standard rapid visualization of trees that are written in common 
formats: nexus and newick. 
 
• FigTree does not have an extensive manual other than the README.txt file that you get 
directly from the author’s webpage. 
 
• FigTree will open directly (i.e., just click on them) certain files if they have tree format 
extensions such as .tree, .tre. These files usually appear as:  
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Manipulate trees using FigTree 

• I modified our previous .newick chronogram to explore some useful FigTree capabilities: 
scale, check node labeling and graphic export. 
 
 
 
• Open FigTree and under the file submenu open (command+O) the .newick file (from the 
course website: 
                          rag1_chrono_abs_garli_lambda_0.newick 
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Manipulate trees using FigTree 

• This is an ultrametric tree with the name of the tip labels (e.g., species) and a scale 
indicated at the bottom that indicated bar that represent 8.0 MYA (million of years ago).  
 
 

Notice: Tip labels and scale 
are the default options   
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Manipulate trees using FigTree 

• Let’s give some scale to the tree this can be done by clicking ‘Scale Axis’ and for 
aesthetics unclicking ‘Scale Bar’   

Notice: I have reversed axis to 
reflect the present at the tips 
to the past at the root of the 
tree 
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Manipulate trees using FigTree 

• Let’s add node labels and change their font size to make them more visible 
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Manipulate trees using FigTree 

• You can export this image as a pdf or any other format that will allow you edit in more 
specialized graphic programs such as Adobe Illustrator 

Notice: You can also use print 
and then save as pdf. This 
option is sometimes better for 
large trees. 



Manipulate trees in R 

• We are going to use ‘ape’package to manipulate our trees. 
 
library(ape)!

 
• This package was one of the first and still the more extensive phylogenetic libraries in R: 
 
Leading author: Emmanuel Paradis and 19 coauthors 
 
Description (from ape manual): 
 
'ape' provides functions for: 
 
reading, writing, plotting, and manipulating phylogenetic trees  
analyses of comparative data in a phylogenetic framework  
ancestral character analyses  
analyses of diversification and macroevolution  
computing distances from allelic and nucleotide data  
reading and writing nucleotide sequences  
 
Other tools:  Mantel's test, phylogeny estimation and interphase with other tools!
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Manipulate trees in R: Reading Trees 

• Make a working directory and select it as your working.  
 
R top menus:  Misc>Change Working Directory (select the directory that has our file) 
 
setwd(“/Users/jcsantos/Desktop/R_class_winter_2015_home/0_Bio559R_course_final_files/
week_6/data”) 
 
• We can read parenthetical format directly from the course website: 
CYTB_best_tree_garli.newick.  
                                                  Notice the quotations and the ; at the end. 
 
CYTB_best_tree_garli_vector <- '(((AF020227:1.0E-8,AF020230:0.00134935) …;'!
tree <- read.tree(text = CYTB_best_tree_garli_vector)!

 
•  Alternatively, you can read trees in the R-environment using 'read.tree' function 
 
cytb_tree_garli <-read.tree(file = "CYTB_best_tree_garli.newick")!
cat(readLines("CYTB_best_tree_garli.newick"), sep = "\n") # read the contents of the file!

 
• We can plot both trees side by side 
par(mfrow=c(1,2))!
plot(tree, type = "phylogram", edge.width = 2)!
plot(cytb_tree_garli, type = "phylogram", edge.width = 2)!
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Manipulate trees in R 
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Manipulate trees in R: Tree Information 

• We can get visually identify the nodes of our tree by plotting 
!
str(tree)!

          List of 4!
 $ edge       : int [1:37, 1:2] 21 22 23 23 22 21 24 25 26 26 ...!
 $ Nnode      : int 18!
 $ tip.label  : chr [1:20] "AF020227" "AF020230" "AJ278511" "AB218960" ...!
 $ edge.length: num [1:37] 7.25e-02 1.68e-01 1.00e-08 1.35e-03 2.33e-01 ...!
 - attr(*, "class")= chr "phylo"!
 - attr(*, "order")= chr "cladewise"!
!

• We can explore each component: 
 
tree$edge # Provides a matrix of node and tip numbers. It is numbered as follows: !
          # tips: 1 to the total number of ‘n’ tips (extant species)!
          #  nodes: ‘n+1’ to the total number of nodes  !
!
tree$Node #Indicates that the number of internal nodes in this case NULL (tree is unrooted)!
!
tree$tip.label #names of taxa at the tips!
!

tree$edge.length #branch length values!
!
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Manipulate trees in R: Tree Rooting 

• Our tree is unrooted, so we can check this tree conformation and reroot this tree based on 
specific taxa 
 
is.rooted(tree) #[1] FALSE!
outgroup <- c("JF718358", "AB218883", "AB218884", "AB218960") # I choose this clade !
rooted_tree <- root(tree, outgroup, resolve.root=TRUE)!
plot(rooted_tree)!
is.rooted(rooted_tree) #[1] TRUE!
!
!

!
!
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Manipulate trees in R: Get node IDs 

• We can get visually identify the nodes of our tree by plotting 
!
plot(rooted_tree, type = "phylogram", label.offset = 0.05, edge.width = 2)!
nodelabels()# labeled in lightblue !
tiplabels()# labeled in yellow!
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Manipulate trees in R: Tree plotting formats 

• We can also can plot different formats based on ‘type’ 
par(mfrow=c(1,3)) #this will create a graphics space: 1 row, 3 columns!
plot(rooted_tree, type = "phylogram", edge.width = 2, cex = 1, label.offset = 0.05)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
plot(rooted_tree, type = "cladogram", edge.width = 2, cex = 1, label.offset = 0.05)!
plot(rooted_tree, type = "fan", edge.width = 2, cex = 1, label.offset = 0.05)!
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Manipulate trees in R: Branch length manipulation 

• We can do a series of changes on our tree based on the branch (edges) lengths: 
 
Collapse short branches: 
rooted_tree_collapsed <- di2multi(rooted_tree, tol = 0.1) #tol provide the branch length min          !
                                                          #value!
!
par(mfrow=c(1,2))!
plot(rooted_tree, type = "phylogram", edge.width = 2)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
plot(rooted_tree_collapsed)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
!
!
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Manipulate trees in R: Branch length manipulation 

• We can do a series of changes on our tree based on the branch (edges) lengths: 
 
!

Change branch lengths: 
rooted_tree_bl_1 <- compute.brlen(rooted_tree, 1)  # all branches equal to 1!
rooted_tree_bl_square <- compute.brlen(rooted_tree, power=2)  # all branches squared!
!
rooted_tree_bl_abs_log_10 <-rooted_tree!
rooted_tree_bl_abs_log_10$edge.length <- abs(log10(rooted_tree_bl_abs_log_10$edge.length+1))!
!
par(mfrow=c(1,4))!
plot(rooted_tree, type = "phylogram", edge.width = 2)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
plot(rooted_tree_bl_1)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
plot(rooted_tree_bl_square)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
plot(rooted_tree_bl_abs_log_10)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
!
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Manipulate trees in R: Branch length manipulation 
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Manipulate trees in R: Prune taxa and ID nodes 

• We can do a series of changes on our tree based on the tips: 
 
Drop taxa: 
rooted_tree_reduced <- drop.tip(rooted_tree, tip = c("AB218884", "AB218883", "JF718358"))!
!
par(mfrow=c(1,2))!
plot(rooted_tree, type = "phylogram", edge.width = 2)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
plot(rooted_tree_reduced)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
!
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Manipulate trees in R: Prune taxa and ID nodes 

• We can do a series of changes on our tree based on the tips: 
 
Identify internal nodes (MRCA-- most recent common ancestor): 
 
getMRCA(rooted_tree, tip = c("AB218884", "AB218883", "JF718358"))# ID MRCA node!
!
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Manipulate trees in R: Other actions 

• We can do a series of changes on our tree appearance. For some of  
these, we will need other handy R package  
!
install.packages("phytools")!
library("phytools")!

 
Rotate Nodes: 
rooted_tree_rotated <- rotate(rooted_tree, node = 22)!
!
par(mfrow=c(1,2))!
plot(rooted_tree_rotated, type = "phylogram", edge.width = 2)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
plot(rooted_tree, edge.width = 2)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
!
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Manipulate trees in R: Other actions 
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Manipulate trees in R: Other actions 

Add tip to a tree: 
 
# select place to add the new tip: !
 
which(rooted_tree$tip.label=="EU443141") # [1] 15 number of this tip!
!
# get a list of tips and their branch lengths!
!
setNames(rooted_tree$edge.length[sapply(1:length(rooted_tree$tip.label),function(x,y) which
(y==x),y=rooted_tree$edge[,2])],rooted_tree$tip.label)!
!
# EU443141!
# 0.52343904!
!
rooted_tree_plus_1_tip <- bind.tip(rooted_tree, tip.label = "New_tip", edge.length= 
0.52343904, where=15, position=0.5)!
!
par(mfrow=c(1,2))!
plot(rooted_tree, type = "phylogram", edge.width = 2)!
edgelabels(round(rooted_tree$edge.length,4)) #round values to 4 decimals!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
plot(rooted_tree_plus_1_tip, edge.width = 2)!
edgelabels(round(rooted_tree_plus_1_tip$edge.length,4))!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
!
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Manipulate trees in R: Other actions 
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Manipulate trees in R: Other actions 
Extract clade: 
 
getMRCA(rooted_tree, tip = c("EU443141", "KJ504993"))# ID MRCA node is 33!
Clade_interest <- extract.clade(rooted_tree, node=33, root.edge = 0)!
!
par(mfrow=c(1,2))!
plot(rooted_tree, type = "phylogram", edge.width = 2)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
plot(Clade_interest, edge.width = 2)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red") !
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Manipulate trees in R: Other actions 

!

Paste two trees: 
!
tree_1 <- rooted_tree!
tree_1$tip.label[1]<-"NA" #this node is for “AF020227”!
tree_2 <- rooted_tree!
tree_2$root.edge<-0.1!
double_tree <- paste.tree(tree_1, tree_2)!
 !
par(mfrow=c(1,2))!
plot(rooted_tree, type = "phylogram", edge.width = 2)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red")!
plot(double_tree, edge.width = 2)!
add.scale.bar(cex = 1, font = 2, col = "red") !
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Manipulate trees in R: Other actions 

!

Paste two trees: 
!
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Manipulate trees in R: Write Trees 

• We can save our tree in the to main formats.  
 
 
write.tree(rooted_tree, file = "rooted_tree.newick") # newick format !
cat(readLines("rooted_tree.newick"), sep = "\n")!
!
!
writeNexus(rooted_tree, "rooted_tree.nexus") #nexus format !
cat(readLines("rooted_tree.nexus"), sep = "\n")!
!
!
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